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Construction at CVEC
By Mike Jerke, General Manager
The Chippewa Valley Ethanol
Company grain receiving and
storage project is underway with
significant dirt work and concrete
footings poured. Located north
of the existing tank farm, the
facility is designed to receive corn
at a rate of 25,000 bushels per
hour. Two Butler bins will hold
just over 700,000 bushels a piece
allowing for 1.4 million bushels
of overall storage capacity. The
design and site work have been
conducted in order to double the
storage capacity, if we choose,
in the future. Also with future
capacity needs in mind, the
receiving building will contain
two receiving pits that consist of

Left to right at the Groundbreaking were: Gene Fynboh,
Jan Lundebrek, Dave Nagler, Kent Evenson, Roger Longhenry,
Dale Tolifson, Dave Thompson, Dan Benson, and Chuck DeGrote

a 30’ long by 10’ wide dump grate with a
1,300 bushel holding capacity. The size
will allow semis to unload both hoppers
at essentially the same time. For now,
only one pit will be utilized. We would
install the conveying equipment for
the second receiving pit if a decision is
made in the future to expand the storage
capacity.
Receiving system design includes
a number of features to streamline
the logistics and accounting side of
operations. A new access off of County
Highway 3 just to the west of gate 2 (GPC’s
main entrance) will be constructed.
Once on CVEC property, and off the
county road, hard surface road will run
parallel to the county road allowing corn
delivering traffic to avoid congestion off
cont'd on Page 2

Construction at CVEC cont'd from page 1
our property. This road will be two lanes but only used
for incoming trucks. We estimate that the access road
will allow the staging of 10 semi trucks. The probe
station will be located south of the current CVEC
administration office and will be able to reach either
of the two lanes. All vehicles delivering corn to CVEC
will be provided an RF card that will be coded with the
delivering vehicles license number. These RF cards are
designed to be left inside the cab of the vehicle and
as the vehicle approaches the probe the system will
automatically read the information from the RF card
and populate the computer system in the probe office
with the vehicle information including all entities
(producers, farm names, etc.) associated with that
particular vehicle and contracts that are pertinent to
those entities. At the probe station the driver will be
able to communicate with the probe operator. After
the sample is taken, the truck will proceed to the
inbound scale. Weights and other information will be
displayed on the scale monitor. A separate scale for
outbound traffic will dispense ticket information to
the driver as they leave.
As an added feature, at the outbound scale a photo
of the truck will be taken as an additional record
to match the ticket information to. In the future,
customers that wish to have the scale information
emailed to them at the conclusion of each day will

Daniel Benson
CVAC Chairman

The growing season started off
with late planting, cold weather
and too much rain. As of July 1,
this has left the corn crop with
a wide variety of heights and a
range of color from dark green to
a very pale yellow, often in the same field. Hopefully
the remainder of the growing season will be more
favorable to the corn crop.
On a positive note, CVAC continues to operate
very well. In April the plant achieved a yield of >2.9
gals/bu. This is attributable to the hard work and
diligence of our employees and also the investments
made in the plant. This really makes a difference in a
time of high corn prices. We were fortunate that we
had a very good corn crop last year, so we have lower
corn prices compared to many parts of the country.
Also, our investments in other ethanol plants plus the
positive results from Glacial Grain Spirits have been

receive the tickets plus the photo captured at delivery
automatically.
In order to prepare for the full functionality of the
grain receiving system, we installed and began using
the grain accounting package at the beginning of June.
Accounting staff has undergone significant training and
now is able to generate contracts, settlements, and
process payments in-house. There is certainly a learning
curve involved and we appreciate your patience and
understanding as we get to know the system. Moreover,
if you have questions or suggestions about the grain
accounting paperwork you receive from us, please let
us know. Our goal is to make sure the information you
receive from us is straightforward and complete. Your
comments will help us fine tune our efforts.
Grain Receiving System Highlights
• 1.4 Million bushels of storage
• 25,000 bushel per hour receiving capacity
• Separate inbound and outbound scales
• Ability to probe from two lanes
• Integrated vehicle/customer/contract
identification system
Follow our progress with the Construction cam link:
www.thecomputerhero.com/cvec/netcam.jpg

significant in our overall profitability. The first half of
the year has been very good at CVAC, while ethanol
plants in other parts of the country have struggled.
The good news at CVAC is somewhat offset by the news
in the rest of the industry. In April 2012, E-15 met all
the federal requirements for use in 2001 and newer
cars. Unfortunately, the oil companies and their allies
have been for the most part successful in keeping E-15
unavailable to the driving public.
The RFS requires 13.8 billion (b) gallons of ethanol
in 2013, 14.4 b gallons in 2014 and 15.0 b gallons
in 2015. U.S. Gas consumption last year was 134 b
gallons, resulting in 13.4 b gallons of ethanol demand.
This shortfall in ethanol use with respect to the RFS
has been met with the purchase of RINS by blenders.
CVAC generates RINS by selling E-85. In previous years
RINS sold for pennies; now they are selling in the range
of .80 to $1.00/RIN. If gas consumption and ultimately
ethanol use continues to fall below the RFS, there will
not be enough RINS available to meet the RFS. In other
words, E-15 needs to become widely available and
used or the RFS will not be met.

Shareholder News:

O

n June 1st, we began using our new grain
software package. This has allowed us to cut
all the corn checks on site for both CVAC and CVEC
deliveries. It also allows us to view tickets, assemblies
and settlements electronically. We are excited about
this change as we feel that it improves our customer
service along with better visibility to the delivered
bushels. The assemblies and checks for shareholder
delivery look different but the information is all the
same. If you have any questions about the new format
feel free to call the office.

O

nce the probe is in place and we begin
receiving corn on the CVEC site there will be more
opportunity for you, the producer, to view your loads and
information via the internet. This piece, called Customer
Portal, will be available closer to harvest. Customer
Portal will show settlements and payment information
for both shareholder and CVEC deliveries. We will be
sending out more information once it is ready to go.

F

or the last several years we have had BCP
sign-up in June. However this year we are moving
the sign-up sometime in August. This will give people
the opportunity to take a close look at our new grain
receiving facility and the additional programs, such as
the Alternative Delivery Agreement, that are now being
offered by CVEC. The paperwork for BCP will be the
same as last year, meaning that you will only need to
send in forms if you are changing your BCP enrollment.
The enrollment fee for BCP will remain at $0.14/bu for
FY14. Watch for the BCP newsletter which will have
more financial information and year end projections.

3

rd TRIMESTER PRICE ANNOUNCED. The price for
the third trimester of FY 2013 will be $5.85 per
bushel plus freight and equalization.

D

ELIVERY NOTICES START WITH THE LETTER “R”
FOR 3rd TRIMESTER. Delivery notices will begin
with the letter “R” for the period beginning June 1,
2013. CVEC will be calling in your remaining 30% of
corn deliveries for the 3rd trimester of FY 2013. Open
delivery will continue in place with a maximum sign
up of 50,000 bushels weekly. Any shareholders who
own 50,000 bushels or more will continue to have two
weeks in which to deliver your corn.

2

nd TRIMESTER PRICE ADJUSTMENT FOR FY 2013
was $.22/bushel. The payment was sent out June
5, 2013. If you have not received your payment, please
contact the CVEC office.

CVAC to hold
Shareholder
Informal Meetings
at the CVEC office
CVAC will be holding informal meetings for
shareholders to attend which will be designed
to answer any questions you may have and
to discuss the following topics and any other
concerns you want to address.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fall deliveries
ADA Sign up
DPP Sign up and usage
New grain receiving details
New crop marketing
Bin site and tour

Following are the scheduled meeting times
which will be held at the CVEC Administration
Building Conference Room.
July 22nd

July 29th

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

July 23rd

July 30th

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

July 24th

July 31st

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

9:30am – 11:00am
or 2:00pm – 3:30pm

Due to limited seating, we encourage you to
RSVP to 320-843-4813 or 800-450-4813 to the
specific meeting time you would like to attend.
We look forward to seeing you at the meetings.

CHIPPEWA VALLEY AGRAFUELS
SHARES FOR SALE

Lot #
442

SHARES
3,800(pool)

Price
$6.00

CHIPPEWA VALLEY AGRAFUELS
SHARES SOLD

SOLD
$2.45
$2.60
$2.60
$2.50
$2.60
$2.50
$1.74
$1.60
$1.90

DATE SOLD
3/12
3/12
4/12
4/12
5/12
5/12
8/12
11/12
11/12

SHARES
1,200
10,000
7,764
7,920
4,851
2,124
15,840
9,900
9,900

SOLD
$2.05
$1.65
$1.95
$1.95
$1.95
$2.00
$2.40
$2.40
$2.40

DATE SOLD
11/12
12/12
12/12
01/13
01/13
02/13
04/13
06/13
06/13

270 20th St. NW
Benson, MN 56215

SHARES
9,900
6,000
10,000
12,281
4,950
5,000
5,760
11,520
7,920

ADA and DPP
By Chad Friese, Commodities Manager
As construction moves along on the new CVEC Bins, now
becomes a very appropriate time to re-focus on discussions
of the Alternative Delivery Agreement (ADA) that was
introduced at the Shareholder informational meetings. One
of the leading contributors to the decision to build a bin
site was to due to feedback from shareholders that they
needed more flexibility in the delivery schedule of Trimester
commitments. Similar to the Benson Corn Pool which has a
cost tied to the procurement of bushels for the Shareholder,
the ADA would have a cost associated with having space
available to the delivering Shareholder. Members signing up
for ADA would basically reserve space that they could use
to deliver their Trimester commitments into at whenever
time was most convenient for them up to the bushel amount
that they committed to.

of farm space, just lost a bin in the early summer storms,
don’t like to have trucks out on winter roads, aren’t around
during the winter; the ADA may be a very useful tool. It is also
a way to always have corn bushels in a deliverable position
to take advantage of market moves or to simply limit some
exposure to quality concerns caused with storage. There is
no preconceived notion as to what size ADA commitments
a shareholder should or shouldn’t have, if you have 6000
shares and want a 4,200 ADA , 6000, or larger or don’t see
a need for an ADA at all. It is designed as a tool to use as
desired or needed, and I am more than happy to talk through
different scenarios or answer any questions regarding its use
or purchase. Most of us have heard the term DP (Delayed
Pricing) used at the grain facilities consider this a DP contract
that is always available to you and refillable.

A couple examples of how this would work… A delivering
shareholder would like to deliver all of his/her committed
bushels at one time in the fall and avoid the different
Trimester deliveries. We will work with a 100% commitment
rather than do the math on the current 80% commitment
for easy figuring. This Share holder has 6000 shares so the
scheduled deliveries would have 2100 bushels delivered
in the Fall, 2100 Bushels delivered in the Winter and 1800
bushels delivered in the Summer. An ADA of 6000 bushels
would allow for this Shareholder to bring all the bushels
in at one time, and the staff at CVEC would account for
them as delivered when they came due in each Trimester.
This doesn’t change the delivery process or the payment
schedule, just how it gets delivered and when. So, the
bushels will still get any freight and time equalization as if
they were delivered within the normal scheduling process.

Earlier I discussed the Cash markets, but I would also like to
discuss forward contracts as well. Bushels in an ADA would be
available to fill forward cash contracts as well as Shareholder
commitments. CVEC has a very strong presence in the Cash
and Forward Markets. Bids are available through direct calls
to the plant, E-mail, Website- www.cvec.com (inside the
corn bids box) and thru our DPP link. DPP is a mobile link
that you can use to view our pricing real time and also to
make electronic offers for future sales. We will be running
promotions in the weeks ahead to highlight our DPP link and
also to provide more details on ADA signup , the bin project
and overview tours of grain flow, traffic flow and handling in
preparation of deliveries this fall into a top of the line facility.
We’ll also be looking for feedback on how customers like our
new contract format, and other features of our new grain
handling software along with some initial info on an electronic
customer portal that will make all of this info available to
customers and shareholders 24/7.

Going a bit farther with this, if this Shareholder had bushels
in the ADA and there was a Cash market that he/she wanted
to take advantage of, a call from them to CVEC would get
bushels transferred out of the ADA and onto a cash contract.
The ADA sets a maximum bushel amount, but as bushels are
either applied to share commitments or transferred to cash
sales the bushels available in the ADA would be increased
a like amount.
Let us go a step further to highlight this: ADA of 6000
bushels and Shareholder begins hauling on October 20th,
and hauls 3000 bushels before rain delays harvest for a few
days. During the harvest delay this shareholders delivery
for Fall comes due and 2100 bushels are applied to the
share commitment, paying freight and time equalization
on those 2100 bushels. The Shareholder begins hauling a
couple days later and can haul 5100 bushels to top off the
space available in the ADA.
The ADA was designed as a tool for the Shareholders to
use in whatever way they see as the most cost effective,
convenient, efficient way they see fit. If you are a bit short

Alternative Delivery Agreement – Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allows Shareholder a flexible, convenient
delivery schedule.
Initial 10 year term at $0.165/bushel per year
paid up-front.
Annual renewal year 11 forward at $0.10/bushel
per year.
Costs matched to bushel commitment – the more
you use it the cheaper it is per bushel.
Bushels over the commitment treated as cash
delivery.
Can be used for contracts, cash, or share
deliveries.

There is an overview map of the new facility attached to
the back of this page for your reference. You will notice
an additional gate to allow easy access, a two lane probe
system, two scales to minimize traffic concerns, and large
looping turns for maneuverability.

